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Out of all the places I ve visited in Saitama recently, the T yama Memorial Museum in Kawajima

The T yama house was built by T yama Gen ichi (a Japanese businessman) in 1936 as a residence

Town is absolutely my favorite. Unfortunately, it s also the hardest to reach via public transportation,

for his mother and to welcome guests. The three smaller buildings are all connected to form one large

but don t let that stop you from going! I could never hope to write everything I learned there in a short

house, but each has its own style and purpose. The east building was designed as a mix of two Japanese

space (so you should experience it for yourself!), but I ll touch on some of what I thought was most

housing styles, one typical of samurai families and the other typical of agricultural families, and was

interesting. First of all, the name memorial museum is somewhat misleading. Yes, there is a small

used to welcome guests. The central building has two stories and is largely Japanese in design; the first

museum with traditional glass cases with artifacts inside, but the main portion of the museum (and the

floor features a large Japanese-style hall to host meetings while the second floor holds a smaller,

true attraction of the area) lies in the three-buildings-in-one Japanese-style house.

Western-style meeting room and overnight accommodations. The west building is where Gen ichi s
mother lived and was designed for her use; it includes a tea room to hold small gatherings with friends.

West building with a view of the central building; central building; entrance of the east building.
Main gate; the path leads you first to the museum; then you go through the garden gate...
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Most visitors to the house entered from the eastern building. The traditional Japanese entryway (the
) is significantly larger than usual, as you can see in the rightmost picture above. (There was a
separate entryway at the back for residents.) Assistants and other low-ranking guests used the rooms
nearest to the entryway, whereas the bigger room was used for higher-ups. The bigger room is probably
the most modern of all

The first floor of the central
entral building features a large reception hall and the surrounding
su
corridors,

whereas before it was a standard tatami mat room, it is now home to modern

all
ll of which have large glass windows.
windows Though it may seem unbelievable,
lievable, all of the gla
glass dates back to

tatami art where two tatami mats are unusually placed islands in the room. There are more fun

the building s construction. Glass panels of that size and quality were not produced in Japan at that

architectural features (original this time) in the corridors in and between the eastern building and

time, so all
ll the glass was made in Pittsburgh (Pennsylvania, USA), transported a
across the United

central building. My favorites were what I call the aesthetically divided hallway

the styles of both the

States and
nd the Pacific Ocean to Tokyo, and delivered
delivered to and installed in the house in 1936. (The glass

and the open air vents

was removed and stored at a safe location during World War II, but was reinstalled after the war.) As

in the walls. The supposedly solid walls are actually equipped with sliding slats that can be opened to

Pittsburgh
ttsburgh is where I was born and is also the sister city of Saitama City, where I live now, I was

let in the breeze in warmer months.

particularly intrigued by the story. I was reminded of home again when the curator mentioned that

ceiling and the floor are divided in half, the floor being half tatami, half wood

T yama Gen ichi sometimes played Go (an Asian board game) in the large hall, even though its primary
purpose was to receive
eceive guests; I wished my father, who enjoys Go, could play a game there su
surrounded
by the glass
ss windows to the garden.
garden. The garden outside only adds to the splendor of the hall, providing
magnificent scenery to the room. Since the glass panels are so large
large and of such high quality,
qua
it feels as
if there s no barrier between
een the hall and the garden at all.

Largest room in the east building, now home to modern tatami art; the aesthetically divided hallway.

A view of the large hall; below:

Wood-to-air vents in a corridor on the first floor; glass-to-air vents on the second floor.

alcove and another garden and glass view.

Coral decorations on a parlor chest; ancient light switches by the parlor; a view of the east building.
Precision wood carving on one of the walls between the large hall and a corridor (from left to right):
close-up, panel at large, close-up with the hall in focus beyond. The entire carving is a single piece of
wood, with each piece carefully chiseled so that it remains connected to the overall frame.
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The second floor of the central building features Western-style rooms with beautiful decorations and
an excellent view of the garden. There are parlor rooms designed to receive guests from Europe and
North America as well as a bedroom. The curator told us that the bedroom was also meant to be used
by T yama Gen ichi, but he preferred to sleep in a Japanese-style room; even so, Western guests and
even visiting members of the Japanese Imperial family have stayed there.
The Western bedroom and accompanying bathroom; a view of the west building from the window.
Determining the seating order was a
challenge. Guests generally are not
seated near a door, but in front of the
alcove and facing toward
the garden; this room requires a guest
to be seated by the door and next to
the

alcove

to

view

the

garden.

Solution: persons 1-4 (1 being the
highest ranking) would sit clockwise
from left in the order of 1 (facing

Garden view comparison: from inside the first floor hall and the second floor meeting room.

garden, near alcove), 4, any others on
the sofa, 3, 2 (near alcove, facing door).
less is more

A long, gently sloping corridor leads to the west building, which has the lower ceilings and doors that
T yama Gen ichi s mother favored. The best room was used as a gathering and living area during the
day and a bedroom at night. This room was built in the

tea-house style. Its design was guided by

a less is more philosophy, featuring subtler decorations (such as the wisteria carvings in one of the

architectural feature: the plumbing! Yes, the plumbing, present from the very beginning in this country

photos below) to emphasize whatever work hung in the

alcove. The outside walls are in the

house. The house, built in the 1930s, had more advanced plumbing than even Tokyo at the time. There

firefly style; see the orange bits against the darker gray in the middle photo below. The gap in the

are many sinks, all in convenient locations, and plenty of toilets in both Western and Japanese styles. I

photo between the inside and outside wall is there to make it easier to slide the special rain-protection

was surprised there was a Western shower in addition to the classic Japanese bathtub. Even the

panel over the windows. The bamboo decorations were also carefully chosen and purposefully arranged

bathrooms were spared no expense: the walls of the Japanese-style bathroom Gen ichi s mother used in

asymmetrically.

the west building are rouge capital walls (

), which are made of expensive, water resistant

material; the rouge color is particularly rare. Seeing this, I thought that Gen ichi must have loved his
mother very much to have built this particular bathroom in her part of the house and that someday I
needed to find a (preferably less complicated) way of showing my own parents my appreciation!

The corridor to the west building; outside firefly style wall (plus bamboo work/gap); another view.

The most expensive bathroom; the rare pre-1940s Western toilet; a modern sink area with mirrors.

The mother s bedroom, which could also be used for tea gatherings; detail work above the door.
The mother s makeup room with running water, located right next to the bathing room.
Full picture of the bathing room (with regrettably low light) below; note the shower head center-left!
1930

Though that s about it in terms of a general layout of the building, I d like to point out one more fun

!
And so ends my final report for

. Though I ve introduced various

modern buildings in my reports, I would definitely recommend seeing the T yama Memorial Museum
and other sites/sights in person if you can. Thanks for reading, and have fun exploring Saitama!

